ETS Announces Test Dates For National Teacher Examinations

College seniors preparing to teach school may take the National Teacher Examinations on any of the four different test dates announced recently by Educational Testing Service, a nonprofit educational organization which prepares and administers this testing program.

New dates for the testing of prospective teachers are: November 11, 1972, and November 12, 1972, and then January 14, 1973, and January 15, 1973. Specific advice on which examinations to take and on which dates they should be taken is contained in the Bulletin of Information for Candidates and in a list of test centers and information about the examinations, as well as a Registration Form. Copies may be obtained from college placement officers, the education department, or directly from National Teacher Examinations, Box 911, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

A student who normally takes 3 to 10 years to repay the loan. However, the minimum
monthly payment of $50 may reduce the repayment period, depending upon
the
size of your loan, repayment may be deferred for up to 3 years while you serve
in the military, Peace Corps, or VISTA. If you are using the proceeds to repay a prior unsubsidized loan received during the interim period (after June 30 and before August 19, 1972), the Federal Government will pay the interest for you until the loan principal is due for repayment, provided you submit an affidavit declaring that the loan will be used only for education purposes. This affidavit (GC Form 1300) must be notarized or signed by a person having the authority to administer oaths or affirmations.

If you are eligible to repay a new loan for educational costs.

You may be eligible to repay a new loan or an additional amount if, after
June 30 and prior to August 19, 1972, you:

A - were denied a loan because, based on an analysis of your need, the school
made no recommendation.

B - were denied the interest subsidy, although your family income was less than $15,000.

C - waived the interest subsidy in order to get a loan.

If you receive a Guaranteed Student Loan after June 30 and prior to August 19, 1972, the Federal Government will pay the interest for you until the loan principal is due for repayment, provided the Supplemental Application Form was fully completed and the educational institution recommended that you need a loan for educational costs.

You must submit an affidavit declaring that the loan will be used only for education purposes. This affidavit (GC Form 1300) must be notarized or signed by a person having the authority to administer oaths or affirmations.

For further information you should contact your regional office of the U. S. Department of Education or the Director of Student Financial Aid.
University Explores Possibility Of Apartments From Dorms

According to Mr. Rowe, JSU Business Manager, the Administration has "explored the possibility" of turning some of the dormitories into apartments for students.

There are presently dormitories which are not in use. There are additional dormitories which are not being used or occupied. The Administration is considering the possibility of changing some of these buildings into apartments for students.

Mr. Rowe stated that the conversion of one or more of these buildings into apartments would be in keeping with the Administration's policy of providing for efficient use of all existing facilities. He also said that there was concern on the part of the Administration for the preservation and use of the older dormitories because of their historical value.

Mr. Rowe knew of no opposition to the conversion of the dormitories except for financial reasons. However, the financial picture relating to the conversion of the dormitory buildings is rather encouraging. To convert a dormitory, one would have to renovate it, provide kitchen facilities, and provide for private groups. According to Mr. Rowe, it may take "a long time, years," to get the funds needed. If it may not be possible to do so, Rowe said, however, that he was working toward getting the funds and would continue to do so. According to Mr. Rowe, he was also working to obtain the money to provide air conditioning for the new dormitories and, in general, to get the funds needed to bring the campus facilities to a more efficient use.

In addition, before the project could be undertaken, funds would have to be found to pay for renovation of the dormitories for new apartments. It would be very expensive, probably costing as much or more than the construction of a new dormitory. According to Mr. Rowe, the Administration would not want to put an unreasonable amount of money into the project.

The CHANTICLEER welcomes news from all clubs and organizations on the JSU campus. The following are news items and announcements.

The CHANTICLEER works with a deadline every week. Deadlines for all guest editorials are noon Monday. Features should be in by 3 p.m. on Monday. All news stories and club news must be in the CHANTICLEER office no later than 4 p.m. on Tuesday.

If there is some reason why a club correspondent cannot meet these deadlines and needs more time, he should clear permission for an extension of the deadline with the editor.

The Longest Stay

Two Jacksonville students were a part of a record stay in the new library on Saturday, Jan. 16. The two students were aboard an elevator when it came to a halt between the 12th floor and ground level. They stayed there for approximately 45 minutes before being rescued through an emergency exit, which required getting into another elevator and then altogether out of the library. This was the longest stay for anyone since the opening of the library in June. Since installation, the elevators have stalled 6 times with persons being trapped inside at least 4 of those times.

The DOVER ELEVATOR Company, builders of the elevator, place blame for the stalls upon human interference. This claim has yet to be proven or disproven, however steps are being taken to correct the disturbances.

Dr. Millican, Director of the Library, does have a key to release trapped students and must stay for the two students were in the elevator for a record stay. Record time was extended when the assistance of Mr. Heinrich Mueller was needed. Mueller opened the emergency exit by which the students exited.

OFFICERS

Recently elected officers of the International House Program are, from left, seated, Miss Megan Bolling, secretary, from Sydney, Australia; and Miss Anne Ellinger, vice-president, USA. Standing, Jan Farstad, President, from Oslo, Norway; and Mike Allison, SGA representative, from the USA.
Red Tape

Red-tape is comparable to the clouds which figuratively are supposed to be visual screens between the common man and his gods. It is a highly channelled screen behind which the most important elements of a society choose to hide—often more than secure from the needs of the common man.

In most administrative systems, red-tape is present; it is quite difficult and usually impossible to actually consult the head of the system. The head chooses to hide securely behind the formalities of office hours and appointments which must be made well in advance. A hierarchical system such as this serves only itself, and not the common people who are involved.

The most prominent defense of the red-tape system is that it is necessary. The more important people in the system are supposedly the ones most busy and therefore, need some sort of protection from those individuals who are social visitors.

The result of these arrangements is often the idea of having lower ranks of officials who will deal with the minor problems which arise. Such a system, however, can work only if these lower people have the time to listen.

In a ironic reversal or cycle, it seems that these lower people are the ones most busy and thereby require long-waiting lists for appointments.

Red-tape among the upper hierarchy is quite understandable. It is however, utterly unnecessary to make an appointment several weeks in advance just to achieve a minor solution to a minor problem.

Convicted

As a result the individual is often forced to return to his old means of survival crime.

We should be mature enough to realize that each of us are potential criminals and that all we need to make this possibility a reality is the proper circumstances.

Each of us should go back to the idea that all men are "unquestionably innocent" until proven otherwise, even if this person has previously been convicted of a crime.

The fact that an individual has once committed a crime doesn't always mean that he is immediately anxious to sway the boundaries of justice again.

Ecology

Litter bugs have found a haven in Jax boundaries. And as a result, these litterbugs have found a haven in Jax boundaries.

Book Reviews

FEAST; A TRIBAL COOKBOOK. 1977. Doubleday and Co., Inc. $4.95.

The True Light Beavers present FEAST, an exotic spatial juxtaposition of type, diagrams, drawings and recipes for a graphic excursion to enlightenment and encourage a conscious with your mouth.

FEAST is a 364 page, tribal cookbook, reading book, and picture book. It consists of notes and stories prepared by a community for other communities, people of everywhere around the rear of the building. There used to be a well kept lawn around the locker portion of the building.

Sincerely,
D. L. D. K.
H. M. M. A. M. J. A. K.

The RADICAL BIBLE undoubtedly will fill a vital need among modern Americans—the need for articulate and compelling moral statements that address themselves to today's problems in contemporary terms—but with traditional theological backing.

The English adaptation (it sold more than 100,000 copies in Europe under the title BIBLE PROVOKATIV) is now in its third printing which brings to 60,000 the total printed in America.

This adaptation was undertaken because the publishers believed the scriptures had been used by Christians, Jews, and pagans, too long only to comfort the afflicted, and they felt they should also siffect the comfortable. The scriptures remain contemporary and address
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There are a few comments I should make about the book's interwoven statements from a cogent philosophical, critical and moral critique of the relationship between the rich and the poor of the world.

Decoration.

As such, the book's interwoven statements from a cogent philosophical, critical and moral critique of the relationship between the rich and the poor of the world.

The DAYS OF FANTASY

On the last day of fantasy
We threw the wind away.
And gave the new a name.

On the first day of fantasy
We learned to walk and sing.
We sang to those who listened
And made the others sing refrain.

We found another day of fantasy
to be the one we loved.
We learned to sing and dance
That day we learned to wear the glove.

Then came the day of fantasy
A pincushion reached, we knew
We washed away our golden rings
And loathed the scalds dew.

FLUSH

You wake to the sound of clanking iron,
Barely re-entering the world of reality.
You think for a moment of the child who will never cry...never breathe...never...%

The dream again of green grassy fields.

SONFIGHTER

First comes the pill, then the water
Swallow. Last again.
I wonder????
A daughter? A son?

R. S. Maxham

Prominence of Woman

At the dawn of spring,
In the barren willow, buds, and displays
Her beauty to the sun.
Blossoming as some heretic priestess
Witnessing the destruction of St. Joan,
She sways majestically—awaiting her trial,
And the time that she, too, must burn.
Elections for Class Favorites and Beauties are to be held Today, October 10.

Students should vote for three beauties and for two favorites from each group.
Nominees for the title of Senior Class BEAUTIES ARE, FROM LEFT, Lana Musso, Tish Morgan, Becky Jackson, Robbie Boswell, Sandra Tisen, and Shirley Sundberg.

Nominees for the title of Junior Class Beauties are, from left, Patricia Hallmark, Carmen James, Denise Hubard, Ramona Sharp, and Cathea Nabors.

Nominees for the title of Junior Class Beauties are, from left, Patricia Hallmark, Carmen James, Denise Hubard, Ramona Sharp, and Cathea Nabors.

Nominees for the title of Sophomore Class Beauties are, from left, Beth Porter, Angela Polland, Susan Bell, Jackie Atchison, Merry Hamm, Kathy Widner, Beth Brown, and Jan Harris.

Nominees for Freshman Class Beauties are, from left, Kim Kenemer, Connie Morrow, Lee Gober, Sharen Cottingham, and Beth Ellis.

Two not pictured above for Freshman Class Favorites are Robert Golden, left, and James Warren.

Kappa Delta Epsilon Meeting
October 10 At The Battlehouse, Anniston 6:00 p.m.
(If You Need A Ride, Meet At Weatherly At 5:15)

Phi Beta Lambda Meeting
3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, October 11
In Lecture Room Of Merrill Hall

Greeks
Remember your group pictures for the MIMOSA will be made this weekend . . . . October 14 and 15.

Make your plans now to be there!
Kappa Sigma Analysis

Rusty Vann, manager of Kappa Sigma's football team, has a friendly, outgoing personality. He also has an outgoing team which threatens to come out on the top and unexcelled in the end of the fraternity league game. It's taken a long time for KE to build a football team, but they have finally arrived.

In 1969, under the title of Omega Sigma's football team, has a friendly, especially the secondary. Optimistically, however, there's looking up. After two games, KE has not scored against (see box listings for details).

Vann has a lot of confidence in his defense, especially the secondary. Optimistically, however, he doesn't look for them to be scored against. Realistically, however, he says things can happen, for instance, someone might get hurt. So, they may be scored on as many as three times in the fraternity league. He says his secondary plays amazingly well together to have never been together before. They had six interceptions in their victory over Delta Chi. This top-notch secondary only has one man who has played JSU intramural football before. He is Steve Dempsey, a 215-lb. right corner back. He is also the assistant manager of the team. All the rest of the men is the defensive backfield are brand new. They are: Jerry Carol, 165 lbs., left cornerback; Blaine Clayton, 155 lbs., safety; Mike Latham, 165 lbs., safety (Clayton and Latham are old teammates from Eutaw High School); and Dick L'Eplattenier. L'Eplattenier, is a new man but keep an eye on him. He's from New York where he was a big high school hero. He was offered several football scholarships from big name schools. He came to JSU on a track scholarship. Look for him to be playing on offense, too. At middle line backer is Jax. Dale Wilson from Glenwood. This man is a head hunter. Altering with Wilson will be 186-lbs. Jim Smith. Jim is a new man but he fits in very well with the team.

The final high flying Gamecocks invaded Livingston with the great zeal that is spread throughout the whole fraternity. They were spread throughout the tired blue happy 1,000 fans that made the trip.

The big game approached as the game captains met in the middle of the field as the national media newssyphers clicked. and the notion of cameras were everywhere. The Gamecock captains, Boyce Callahan, Sam Johnson, and Wayne Boyd met the Livingston captains and the Gamecocks won the toss.

The Gamecocks received the kickoff and their first drive lasted at the 20 and they fumble to turn over in the bell. The Livingston team tried to crack up their offense but they denied this privilege as the ever present solidity and the ball. Mayor pounces on a fumble at the Livingston 45.

The Gamecocks mount their first punt return drive as Joe Hix tries a 42 yard field goal that fails a little short and the scoreboard has not been dented as of 10:13 left in the quarter.

The battle continues furious until the 2:14 mark when the Livingston team dent the score board with a 33 yard field goal by Blondens, as the score reads: JSU 0 - LU 3.

The Gamecocks mount a long sub-stained drive until Huxton makes a point of dropping Brock for a yard loss of the bell at the same time. The LU team then mounts another sub-stained drive that is stopped with a Hibbs recovery of a Ellison fumble at the JSU 6.

The game rolls along until the LU men gain close enough to try a 32 yard field goal that fails good and with 13 seconds on the clock the score reads LU 6 - JSU 0.

The third quarter drive for the LU man is set long lived as Ralph Clayton punishes as a fumble and the Gamecocks are in business. With 10:39 left in the third quarter, Boyce Callahan hit paydirt and Joe Hix kicks the PAT to make the score read JSU 7 - LU 6.

After a wapping punt the Gamecocks mount another drive that is concluded as Joe Hix missed a 33 yard field goal. But the Gamecock team is redeemed as Wayne Boyd intercepts the ball on the JSU series of downs and another scoring opportunity is set up. The Gamecocks take full advantage of this as they score on a Ralph Brock run around the right side of the field for a 44 yard touchdown. Joe Hix kicks the PAT and the score is a final score of JSU 7 - LU 6.

Washington Leads In I M Sports

By Jim Owens

The Jax State campus needs more leaders like Mr. Mark Washington of the Physical Education department. Mr. Washington strung me as being a man with a goal which has the proven ability of leadership to obtain such goals. This is best exemplified by his avid support of the intramural sports program here as he has definitely taken the bull by the horns and established a great new facility for frat football and soccer along with spending hours beyond his call of duty to promote other sports and programs such as men and women's volleyball.

With more people like this man, the University could shortly become the leading small University in the South East.

Chanticleer

SPORTS

Gamecocks Lose To Tigers

The high flying Gamecocks invaded Livingston with the great zeal that is spread throughout the tired blue happy 1,000 fans that made the trip.

The big game approached as the game captains met in the middle of the field as the national media newssyphers clicked. and the notion of cameras were everywhere. The Gamecock captains, Boyce Callahan, Sam Johnson, and Wayne Boyd met the Livingston captains and the Gamecocks won the toss.

The Gamecocks received the kickoff and their first drive lasted at the 20 and they fumble to turn over in the bell. The Livingston team tried to crack up their offense but they denied this privilege as the ever present solidity and the ball. Mayor pounces on a fumble at the Livingston 45.

The Gamecocks mount their first punt return drive as Joe Hix tries a 42 yard field goal that fails a little short and the scoreboard has not been dented as of 10:13 left in the quarter.

The battle continues furious until the 2:14 mark when the Livingston team dent the score board with a 33 yard field goal by Blondens, as the score reads: JSU 0 - LU 3.

The Gamecocks mount a long sub-stained drive until Huxton makes a point of dropping Brock for a yard loss of the bell at the same time. The LU team then mounts another sub-stained drive that is stopped with a Hibbs recovery of a Ellison fumble at the JSU 6.

The game rolls along until the LU men gain close enough to try a 32 yard field goal that fails good and with 13 seconds on the clock the score reads LU 6 - JSU 0.

The third quarter drive for the LU man is set long lived as Ralph Clayton punishes as a fumble and the Gamecocks are in business. With 10:39 left in the third quarter, Boyce Callahan hit paydirt and Joe Hix kicks the PAT to make the score read JSU 7 - LU 6.

After a wapping punt the Gamecocks mount another drive that is concluded as Joe Hix missed a 33 yard field goal. But the Gamecock team is redeemed as Wayne Boyd intercepts the ball on the JSU series of downs and another scoring opportunity is set up. The Gamecocks take full advantage of this as they score on a Ralph Brock run around the right side of the field for a 44 yard touchdown. Joe Hix kicks the PAT and the score is a final score of JSU 7 - LU 6.
Last Week's Win

By Jim Owens

The Gamecocks had another impressive night as they soundly defeated the Marines. The coaching staff feels that the Gamecocks have played and that they will always have a 6-1 record against the Gamecocks since they are winning football at the end of the season. The coaches rated the players on their performance as follows:

OFFENSE: Shaddix, 64 percent; Paseur, 51 percent; Cundiff, 50 percent; Johnson, 50 percent; Glover, 50 percent; Halloran, 50 percent; Germany, 75 percent; Brock, 92 percent; Callahan, 92 percent; Hobson, 71 percent; Blackshear, 55 percent; Landers, 90 percent; Clinkscales, 100 percent; Wallis, 100 percent; Grammar, 80 percent; Owens, 100 percent; Lynch, 100 percent.

DEFENSE: Porter, 83 percent; 6 hits; Abston, 80 percent; 8 hits; Clayton, 80 percent; 10 hits; Frankel, 71 percent; 7 hits; Deshon, 70 percent; 9 hits; Coughlin, 80 percent; 9 hits; Pears, 76 percent; 9 hits; Bibbs, 82 percent; 10 hits; Carden, 80 percent; 2 hits; Beauchamp, 77 percent; 14 hits. McCay had an interception.

Opinion: The Gamecocks are showing the aggressive style of 1970 and it looks like the Livingston State game is going to be the roughest game of the season for both teams and it may determine the national champions of the NAIA.